
Corrigendum 02 in GeM portal 
Bid Number: GEM/2020/B/881345 dated 19-11-2020 

Item Name: Solar direct drive combined refrigerator/freezer (small) 
 

1: Interested  bidders  are  required  to  sign  "Bid  Security  Declaration"  accepting  that  if  they withdraw  or  
modify  their  Bids  during  the  period  of  validity,  or  if  they  are  awarded  the  contract  and  they  fail  to 
sign  the  contract,  or  to  submit  a  performance  security  before  the  deadline  defined  in  the  request  for  
bids document,  they  will  be  suspended  for  the  period  of  6  months  from  being  eligible  to  submit  Bids  
for  contracts  with the  entity  that  invited  the  Bids. 

 
2: Existing  
One Bid per Bidder: A firm shall submit only one bid either individually or as a partner of a joint venture. A 
firm that submits either individually or, as a member of a joint venture, more than one bid will cause all the 
proposals with the firms participation to be disqualified.  
Read As  
One Bid per Bidder: An OEM can either participate directly or can only authorize one bidder to quote on their 
behalf. In case of submission of multiple offers by an OEM, directly or through its authorized agent(s), all such 
offers are liable to be rejected. 
 
3: Existing: Provision for drainage plug for the waste water in both the compartment 
Read as: Provision for drainage plug for the waste water in both the compartment. In case of vertical type, 
provision of drainage has to be provided in vaccine chamber. 
 
4: Existing: Have legs in the base with rotating screw type height adjustments to balance the weight on uneven 
floor 
Read as: Appropriate mechanism shall be there, maintaining levelled position for equipment 
 
5: Existing: Tubing - Type compression cycled, (both for refrigeration & insulation all system tubing, suction 
tube, freezer tube, condensing tube) should be min 99.97% of pure copper coil 
Read as: Type compression cycled, (both for refrigeration & insulation all system tubing, suction tube, freezer 
tube, condensing tube) should be pure copper coil 
 
6: Existing: Climate zone - Hot (Design and tested at temperature 5 to 43 deg C without solar energy 
Read as: Climate zone - Hot (Design and tested at temperature +10 to +43 deg C without solar energy 
 
7: Existing: Net vaccine storage capacity of refrigerator compartment-58 L 
Read as: Net vaccine storage capacity of refrigerator compartment- 35-70 L 
 
8: Existing: Temperature of compartment - Refrigerated compartment temperature between 2 to 8 deg C and 
Freezing compartment temperature between -25 to -15 degree Celsius 
Read as: Temperature of compartment - Refrigerated compartment temperature between +2 to +8 deg C and 
Freezing compartment temperature should be in the range of 0° C to -20° C 
 
9: Existing: Material of construction - Roto moulded 
Read as: Material of construction - Roto moulded or Stainless steel (SS304) rusts free 
 
10: Existing: Control unit should be provided for setting of temperature and display with following feature : 
Separate digital display of cabinet temperature required, Power on LCD, LED indicator, Audible alarm and 
visual alarm for both unit separately, Unit should be sealed, protected from dust moisture or condensed 
water falling over it, Sensor accuracy of digital controller +-0.5 degree Celsius 
Read as: Control unit should be provided for setting of temperature and display with following feature : 
Separate digital display of cabinet temperature required, Power on LCD, LED indicator, Audible alarm and 
visual alarm for both unit separately (optional), Unit should be sealed, protected from dust moisture or 
condensed water falling over it, Sensor accuracy of digital controller +-0.5 degree Celsius 
 



11: Existing: Accessories spares & Warranty - Warranty (min) Comprehensive maintenance of 10 year after 
installation 
Read as: Accessories spares & Warranty - Warranty (min): (after installation) for the 5 years period 
 
12: Existing: Accessories spares & Warranty - Accessories spares Vaccine: Vaccine storage basket allowing free 
circulation of air, having the size to be able to accommodate in the unit and suitable to match the net volume 
requirement 
Read as:  Accessories spares & Warranty - Accessories spares Vaccine: Vaccine storage basket/wire shelves 
allowing free circulation of air, having the size to be able to accommodate in the unit and suitable to match the 
net volume requirement. 
 
13: Existing: Duration of ePBG required (Months): 122 
Read As: Duration of ePBG required (Months): 62 

 


